edited the MS. in 1864 he came to the conclusion that there were two leaves missing here, and in his numbering of the lines he allowed for such a deficiency -137 lines -counting the first line after the gap 1318. When I had occasion to look at the Harl. MS. in 1890, the first step I took was to make a careful examination of the binding of the MS. This alone quite apart from any other consideration, convinced me, that but one leaf was missing. In my endeavour to find an explanation of this deficiency, I was led to believe that by, slightly, emending the MS. this could be satisfactorily accounted for, but whatever I proposed in my letter to the "Academy" of Nov. 15th, 1890 (or in my reference to this letter in "Studies", etc. p. 11) did not in any way influence my work on the sources of Malory's rifacimento. I only suggested a simple way in which the problem might be solved. I did not expect anyone to accept my emendations, nor did I press them, in any way. Dr. Bruce silently, accepted my suggestion 1 ) that but one leaf was missing from the MS. but he evidently attributed such importance to these proposed emendations, that he failed to see that they were mere suggestions.
I may perhaps soon have an opportunity of demonstrating that what I, modestly, proposed is not so unlikely 2 ) as it has appeared to Dr. Bruce! In order to show that Dr. Bruce, if not mis-read, misunderstood me, I have but to quote a few facts from his summary (I do not require the article at all for this purpose) and from my ·' Studies" etc. *) Jntrod. p. XI: -"I do not believe 7 however, that any one who has made the comparison will regard it as probable that more than one leaf from the Harleian MS. is lost" etc. *) As I stated in a note " Studies" etc. p. 249 I had promised my late friend Prof. E. Koelbing to deal with the Harl. MS. in "Englische Studien". This promise was never carried out, because I ceded this task, with Prof. Koelbing's knowledge and consent, to a gentleman from Göttingen, who had been sent to me with high recommendations. I, unfortunately, gave to this gentleman my annotated copies of Malory's four last books, and the 1864 edition of Harl. MS. 2252 and all my MS. notes. To this day I have neither heard from him, nor have I seen any of my property again.
Dr. Bruce says: -1. On page XIII: -"Nevertheless in his discussion Dr. Sommer in the main simply develops suggestions of earlier scholars, for the most part ill-founded, with reference to the source of our romance and its relation to the other Death of Arthur romances. For instance his notion a) that the portion of our romance which follows the gap in the Harl. MS. is the original of the latter portion of Malory is derived from Branscheid 'Anzeiger' to 'Anglia' (1885) p. 220, and the further notion b) that the French Vulgate -Lancelot constitutes the source of the Harl. 'Morte Arthur' down to the gap, seems a partial and ill-considered adoption of Ellis' erroneous view, cited above, with regard to the relation of our poem and the old French romance". My discussion does not develop the suggestions of earlier scholars, nor do I waver between two opinions. a) That I never had the first notion (and cannot, therefore, have derived it from Branscheid), nor expressed anywhere an opinion to that effect, the following passages will make clear: -"Studies", etc. p. 249. Ibid. p. 265: -"A minute examination of M.'s XXIst book compared with the last ten folios of P. L this fact points out either that the sources of both are derived from a common source, or that P. L. it itself the source of the French Romance used by M."
Ibid. p. 269: -"Comparing M. with M. H. we find that both versions agree very closely save for such insignificant variations as", etc.
Ibid. p. 271: -"Comparing this last section of M. with the conclusion of M. K we find many incidents common to both, but also some in M. absent from M. H."
Ibid. p. 272: -" The last part of the final chapter of book XXI contains, I think, incidents of three different kinds, those invented by M ; those which M. has in common with the Thornton MS ; lastly those M. must have borrowed from some French source we no longer possess," etc. b) G. Ellis ("Specimens" etc. I. p. 308) simply states: -"The Harl. 'Morte Arthur' differs most essentially from Malory's work which was a mere compilation, whilst it follows, with tolerable exactness, the French romance of Lancelot."
"Studies" etc. p. 220. I say that M.'s 18th book is not derived from P. L. to which his source was, however, intimately related. This source is thus either derived from P. L., or both P. L. and M. from a common original. The Harl. MS. 2252 version stands in the same relation to M.'s source as that does to P. L. -How this absolutely correct statement can seem to anyone a partial and ill-consid^ed adoption of what Ellis said, I am altogether at a loss to understand.
Dr. Bruce says further: -On page XV: -"The similarities and occasional coincidences of phraseology which one observes in comparing Malory and the Middle English Metrical Romance are only such as must occur where two writers are following the same original", and in a footnote he adds that Dr. W. E. Mead in i Selections from Malory' (Boston 1897, pp. 305, etc.) "has discussed this question from the point of view of phraseology alone, without making the investigation as to source. His conclusions agree with mine."
The quotations from "Studies" etc. given above show beyond a doubt that I never for a moment had the notion: -the Harl. MS. romance was Malory's source for the last two books of his compilation.
What I thought and still think is, that while writing this portion of his work, Malory had besides a French source, a copy of 'Morte Arthur' as represented by the Harl. MS. before him, and to this fact the peculiar coincidences and similarities etc. are due.
Compare "Studies" etc. p. 252. "On the other hand M. repeats several passages from M. H." -p. 253. "Several passages are again literally reproduced by M." -p. 258. " Many passages of M. suggest that, while writing his account, he had a copy of M. H. before him" -p. 263 "on various occasions M. incorporates words, phrases, and even whole lines of M. H. into his own text, whilst generally, as if to conceal the fact and mislead the reader, adding that the "Frensshe book" says so" -p. 269. "M.'s text suggests throughout that M. H. was before him during the compilation of it, but in this part he comparatively rarely forgets himself so far as to reproduce the very words of M. H. but passages of the latter sort occur" -and lastly p. 271. "But on the whole both versions tally closely, nay M. in many cases servilely copies the words and phrases of M. H."
In substantiation of his hypothesis (for it can hardly be called anything else) Dr. Bruce has nothing to say, but by his remark "His conclusions agree with mine", he distinctly refers me to Dr. Mead's notes for his arguments.
And how does this gentleman disprove my conclusions? -By phrases that mean little or nothing, and by such commonplace statements: -"Parallel passages of one sort and another may be collected by the score from mediaeval pieces that were produced by independent writers drawing upon a common stock of French originals. Such parallel passages have been collected by Koelbing, Zupitza, Kaluza and others in great numbers," etc.
If he had, at least, charitably credited me, too, with a knowledge of such generally known facts! I must not forget to mention that Dr. Mead 1 ) also reproduces two of my groups of parallel passages viz: -those on pp. 269-70, and 271-2, but the most important ones, on pp. 252-3; 258 and 259; and 263-4 he omits. *) P. 294. Dr. M. declares concerning my remarks about BookXVÜI: "The weight to be given to these variations will be estimated differently by different critics. In view of the probability that a lost French version is to be assumed as the basis of Books XX and XXI, it seems safe to assume a lost French version for Book XVIII." and in a note he adds: -" Since writing this opinion I find Wechssler, in his discussion of the GraalLancelot Cyclus, p. 36, remarks: -" Sommer gibt eine sorgfältige vergleichung, aus der erhellt, dafs Malory auch hier das selbständige originalwerk übertragen hat. Sommer hat versäumt, diesen schlufs zu ziehen."
This conclusion was the premise I was anxious to prove by the "sorgfältige vergleichung", there was, therefore, no necessity to draw it.
If Dr. M. had read pp. 274 -75 of "Studies" etc. he would have known that I have a prior claim to what he, evidently, calls his opinion. Wechssler, therefore, in confirming as Dr. Mead imagines, his opinion, confirms mine.
Ibid. p. 310. Dr. Mead winds up his discussion: -" Much might be urged against the proposition that Malory had other sources than the "French book" for the concluding book of "Le Morte Darthur". Further arguments may, however, be deferred, until more proof is presented by the other side." And in a note he adds: -"Wechssler -p. 36 -again confirms my independent conclusion." -He merely remarks: -" Endlich buch XX. und XXI. * enthalten die Morte Arthur, die uns in der französischen literatur nur als brauche des Graal und Lancelotcyclus (im Map und Robert Cyclus) vorliegt. Sie ist bei der aufnähme in diese romanreihe stark gekürzt worden. Malory hat den ursprünglichen text über-tragen, gleichwie der Verfasser des in Harl. 2252 enthaltenen gedichts*." If Dr. Mead had not overlooked Wechssler's two footnotes to the words which I have marked with asterisks -viz.: -"Sommer III. p.249", and again "Sommer III. p. 249", he would himself have recognised, as Dr. Bruce does, (compare his note quoted supra p. 531 from Introd., p. XIV) that Wechssler does not confirm his independent conclusion!!! All I can say is that, after most carefully weighing the arguments adduced by Drs. Bruce and Mead in support of their assertions, I am not convinced; and I reiterate the opinion I pronounced in 1892, viz. that Malory made use of a copy of the Harl. MS. romance in the manner I have explained. It is too early to say more than this, and it must therefore, for the present remain a matter of opinion.
Let anyone taking an interest in the subject decide for himself whether he will adopt what Drs. Bruce and Mead assert on no evidence at all, or whether he will adopt my conclusions, based, as they are, on some knowledge of Malory's workmanship, his powers as a writer, and last not least, his analogous use, for his fifth book, of "LaMorte Arthure" by the Scotch poet Huchown as we possess it in the MS. of Robert Thornton in the Lincoln Cathedral Library, and as I have set forth at great length and with much detail on pp. 148-175 of my "Studies" etc., a fact which Drs. Mead and Bruce altogether pass over in silence! There is only one more point to consider: -On pages XVI and XVII') Dr. Bruce says: -"
In fact, whilst differing markedly from Malory, as the above enumeration sufficiently shows, the relation of (M. H.) to the VulgateLancelot is just the same as that of the whole preceding portion of the romance down to 1318, a relation not of direct independence but of ultimate derivation from it, through an intermediate version of the part of the Lancelot story, based on that romance (or its source) of the same general nature as the common source of M. H. 11. 1672-3969 But what I am unable to explain is how Dr. Bruce has failed to recognise this error which unfortunate as it is, is not altogether unnatural or inexcusable, when one takes into consideration that I had worked for several years at high pressure, and that, in view of the necessity of placing some limits upon my work which already considerably exceeded the size originally planned, I had to condense into 119 pages what would have filled more than 320 pages. Nobody knows better than myself that this process of condensation was not to my advantage.
2 ) ») Anglia XXIII p. 75. In speaking of the line of division between the two parts in which different sources are followed and the two parts before and after the gap as set forth erroneously hy me on p. 249 Dr. Bruce states in a note; "Dr. Sommer repeats this statement on pp. 251 and 275" -but he does not mention pp. 220-21. 
